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dopant concentration in the top graded GaN layer
(typically around 5 × 10^19^/cm^3^, the exact

value depending on the growth condition), *C*~*i*~
is the carrier concentration in the i-th quantum well,
*E*~*j*~ is the well width, *Q*~*k*~ is the dipole
moment in *k*-th quantum well, *q* is the electron

charge, *J*~*i*~ is the junction capacitance
between the *i*-th and *i*-th adjacent well,
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*T*~*j*~ is the barrier thickness, and *D*~*i*~ is
the doping concentration in the i-th barrier (typically

around 1 × 10^18^/cm^3^). The values of
*Q*~*k*~ and *J*~*i*~ were set as 2 eV/Å and 0.5

aF/Å, respectively, based on recent
experiment^[@CR44]^. The values of *E*~*j*~,

*D*~*i*~, *C*~*i*~, and *T*~*j*~ were chosen as 4
eV, 1 × 10^18^/cm^3^, 100 meV, and 40 Å,

respectively^[@CR45]--[@CR49]^. As discussed in
the model section, the upper bound of *d*~Δ~ can

be suppressed by the electric field near the
interface and the intrinsic MSS. The value of *d*~Δ~

was chosen as 80 Å, considering that the defect
center concentration is high enough to reduce the

electronic transition energy in the first well and
valence band in the second well.Fig. 3Typical

confinement effect for the CNT-based EOT. The
conduction and valence bands in the CNT are
schematically depicted in the center. The local

states located at the interface can be effectively
confined with an electric field First, considering the

interface-induced
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Dilemma for the New ‘Spider-Man’ - aaron_p

====== CM30 This article doesn't really explain
why Sony decided not to include any form of time
skip or'slow down' at all in the movie. Instead, the

article simply provides three options and then
heavily implies it was all done by design, even

though that's far from being the case: 1\. So they
could use'similar-looking footage' to cover it up 2\.

So that they could technically just remove it
altogether and be more 'creative' 3\. So they could
adjust the story to be about something else (i.e. the
'old Eddie' and his son/the 'new' Iron Man) All three
options seem like they make more sense than the

real reason: Insufficient time and budget. ~~~
goatinaboat I think option 3 is the one that makes
more sense. They have a problem with copyright,
which means they can’t change the story. So they
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give their bad version instead, and at least
something happens. I don’t think it’s a coincidence
that story and plot seems to have been muddled.
Upgrading an asp.net web application with entity
framework I have an application with the entity

framework and when the application was originally
built it was a web application deployed to the IIS in
Tomcat. The application was developed by a new IT
contractor who has since left the company. Now my
boss has decided to upgrade our application to use
silverlight. The application is a very large one and
includes several legacy queries to a database that
we inherited. Since we want to keep the data in the
database we need to upgrade to entity framework.
Can somebody please guide me through a step by
step process to upgrade a asp.net application that

uses entity framework.The Indiana University School
of Medicine-Bl
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